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QUESTION 1

Your customer is implementing budgetary control with encumbrance accounting. Your customer has businesses in
Australia, New Zealand, and Singapore with a ledger in each country with a Corporate chart of account instance that
has four segments. 

Which two statements are true regarding the creation of a control budget? 

A. Control budgets are always absolute to generate encumbrance accounting. 

B. A control budget can allow override rules only if the control level is absolute. 

C. The control budget structure has all the chart of account segments as budget segments. 

D. A control budget is associated to a ledger and creates three control budgets for Australia, New Zealand, and
Singapore. 

E. A control budget can be associated with a different calendar than accounting calendar. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 2

All of your subsidiaries reside on the same application instance, but some of them require a different chart of accounts
and/or accounting calendar and currency. There is no minority interest or partial ownerships. 

What is Oracle\\'s recommend approach to performing consolidations? 

A. Use Oracle Hyperion Financial Management for this type of complex consolidation. 

B. Translate balances to the corporate currency, create a chart of accounts mapping to the corporate Chart of accounts,
then transfer balances to the corporate consolidation ledger using the balance transfer program. 

C. Translate balances to the corporate currency for ledgers not in the corporate currency, use General Ledger\\'s
Financial Reporting functionality to produce consolidated reports by balancing segment where each report represents a
different subsidiary. 

D. Create separate ledgers for each subsidiary that shares the same chart of accounts, calendar, currency and
accounting method. Create a separate elimination ledger to enter intercompany eliminations, then create a ledger set
across all ledgers and report on the ledger set. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two General Ledger work would you assign to all your entry-level General Ledger accountants? 

A. Journals Work Area 

B. Period Close Work Area 



C. Financial Reporting Center 

D. General Accounting Dashboard 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two types of journals can be automatically routed through the journal approval process? 

A. Allocation journals 

B. Revaluation journals 

C. Manual journals 

D. Sub ledger journals 

E. Journals imported from third-party systems 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 5

You are required to change today\\'s daily rates for converting GBP to USD. What are three ways in which you can
update existing daily rates? 

A. Use the spreadsheet loader from the Currency Rates Manager. 

B. Import daily rates through the Daily Rates open interface table. 

C. Update rates manually using the Currency Rates Manager, which can be accessed only from the Functional Setup
Manager 

D. Update rates manually using the Currency Rates Manager, which can be accessed from the Functional Setup
Manager or the General Ledger\\'s Period Close work area. 

E. Edit existing transactions and update the rates manually. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 6

You entered users who are both employees and contingent workers. You want an automated way to assign, reassign,
and remove roles from users. What feature do you use? 

A. Oracle Identity Manager Roles Assignment 

B. Access Policy Manager\\'s Role Generation 

C. Role Mappings 



D. Data Roles 

E. You cannot reassign contingent workers. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Who are the three primary Functional Setup Manager users? 

A. End Users that perform transaction processing 

B. Implementation Project Managers and Consultants 

C. System Administrators 

D. Application Developers 

E. C-Level Executives 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer has enabled encumbrance accounting. You have a control budget with the advisory level set at control.
For November 2015, your budget for a given combination is $5,000 USD. You have an approved requisition of $900
USD and you have an approved purchase order of $2,500 USD. An adjustment encumbrance journal is created in the
General Ledger for the obligation type for $1,600 USD. You then cancelled the approved PO line of $400 USD. For
November 201b, you created a new invoice by matching to the PO for $2,100 USD. 

Which two statements are true? 

A. Purchase order encumbrance will be released for $2100 USD. 

B. As there are cancellations for $400 USD, the system will partially reserve the funds in November 2015 and fully
reserve it in December 2015. 

C. As you are matching to a purchase order, the system will allow the user to create an invoice with the reservation
status of Reserved. 

D. Encumbrance entries are created only for nonmatched Invoices, so the system will not create any encumbrance
accounting entries. 

E. The system always consumes budget of future periods if the limit for the current period is expired, so December 2015
budget will be considered for reservation. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 9

On which three occasions are Essbase balances updated? 



A. Every time the tree version is published 

B. Every time journals are posted to the general ledger 

C. Every time you run the batch program called "Update Essbase Balances" 

D. At report run-time 

E. Every time you open a new period 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 10

You\\'ve set up the standard accrual with encumbrance accounting for your ledger and you realized that the
encumbrance journals are defaulting with current date as the accounting date. 

What is causing this? 

A. The subledger accounting option Is set to system date. 

B. The actual accounting date was set up under the encumbrance accounting Default Date Rule. 

C. The system date was set up under the encumbrance accounting Default Date Rule. 

D. The current transaction accounting date was set up under the encumbrance accounting Default Date Rule. 

E. The prior related transaction accounting date was set up under the encumbrance accounting Default Date Rule. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Your customer is reconciling their Intercompany Receivables accounts. 

Which two reports should they use In addition to using the intercompany Reconciliation report? 

A. Receivables Aging by General Ledger Account report 

B. General Ledger Trial Balance report 

C. Receivables to General Ledger Reconciliation report 

D. AR Aging report 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Your customer has a large number of legal entities. The legal entity values are defined in the company segment and the
primary balancing segment. They want to easily create eliminating entries for the intercompany activity. 



What should you recommend? 

A. Define an intercompany segment in the chart of accounts. The Intercompany module and the intercompany balancing
feature in general ledger and sub ledger accounting will automatically populate the intercompany segment with the
balancing segment value of the legal entity with which you are trading. 

B. There is no need to define an intercompany segment. You can track the Intercompany trading partner using distinct
intercompany receivable/payable natural accounts to identify the trading partner. 

C. Define an intercompany segment and qualify it as the second balancing segment to make sure all entries are
balanced for the primary balancing segment and intercompany segment. 

D. There is no need to define an intercompany segment, the Intercompany module keeps track of the trading partners
for you based on the Intercompany rules you define. 

Correct Answer: B 
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